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Abstract

While technology education is generally recognized as a vital part of general education for all students through the compulsory years of schooling, it is evident that there are advantages to including vocational options as part of an overall curriculum structure. It is the intent of this paper to examine such options within North America, with reference to specific program examples.

The recent introduction, development and expansion of technology education curricula has resulted, in some localities, in the retention or re-definition of content that has the potential to provide students with specific career/job preparation skills prior to their completing high school graduation requirements. Such experiences vary, but can lead directly into employment, be credited toward an apprenticeship undertaking, be articulated with post-secondary college programs, and/or provide the student with an in-depth exploration of selected career pathways. For some students, these vocational or work-based elements can additionally contribute to a pattern of courses required for a high school diploma. There are, however, specific issues that need to be addressed with respect to these optional program routes.

Introduction

An examination of the emerging technology education trends in North America reveals great diversity in program content, delivery and organisation. In some instances, traditional approaches and curricula prevail, in others completely new programs are being developed that place students in new modular technology facilities far removed from the old woodworking and metalworking shops of former industrial arts programs. Despite such variation, intended student outcomes or program objectives more often than not include statements that reflect career related issues and development. A typical example states that students have the opportunity to “explore and pursue technological careers and associated lifestyles”. Such overall program goals are directly related to the transition to employment conditions and issues facing youth as they complete senior high school. Achieving such outcomes can be, and is being done in a variety of ways from exposure to career related material and information to on-the-job vocational experiences.

The rationale for vocationally linked options becomes even stronger when the transition pathways of youth are examined. For example, over half of high school students in the United States do not engage in post-secondary education leading to a degree. Similar statistics prevail in Canada, with many studies additionally citing the rather dismally high rate of youth unemployment, especially among the non-post-secondary participant group. This “forgotten half” of youth, as Pautler reminds us, can particularly benefit from some of these work related options. Extensive longitudinal studies of youth transition in Canada have further revealed weaknesses in student school preparation that show students lack adequate and appropriate work experience as new labour market entrants; have very limited job search skills; and have limited career aspirations.

North American Context

Within North America, the various states and provinces have each maintained autonomy with respect to education, particularly for students from kindergarten to Grade 12 (aged 5 to 18 years). Technology education, within this context has developed from what were often well established industrial/industrial education programs, and has been brought
into focus by a number of technology curriculum framework efforts.\textsuperscript{6,7,8}

The introduction and development of technology education has met with a somewhat mixed reception. Some jurisdictions have proceeded with well developed curricula and implementation plans, while others continue with the traditional industrial arts types of endeavours that exhibit strong vocational ties. Generally though, the movement in each state and province is toward a technology education curriculum of some form. The typical curriculum organisers of communications/information, manufacturing/production and transportation technology, continue to reflect somewhat of an industry flavour, although curriculum delivery emphasises a distinct technological processes and products approach.

The development of technology education in North America is also taking place within a context of concern about, and changes with, the overall K-12 educational system. Several reports over the past decade (in both countries), have highlighted problems with the educational system and have suggested changes that essentially address key issues such as improving academic standards and student performance; the notion of a better school to work transition; the linking of academic subjects with vocational education in high schools; and improving work related programs and opportunities for high school youth.\textsuperscript{9,10,11,12}

**The Technology Education Continuum**

Most programs are designed to provide a continuous progression of student exposure and development in various aspects of technology, beginning with awareness and integration across the curriculum at the primary and elementary levels, that progress to exploring specific technologies at the middle school (junior high) level. At the senior high level the program continues as part of a general education program with more in-depth development within selected technological fields.

Also within a senior high school framework some alternative technology education curriculum structures have emerged from various aspects of the more traditional practical arts array of subjects. In some places, business, home economics, vocational education and other practical arts areas have become part of the overall curriculum construct for technology education.\textsuperscript{13} This not only adds considerable breadth to the curriculum, but also enables students to pursue, in the latter three years of their schooling (aged 16 to 18), a vocational career specific option of choice, or bits and pieces that contribute to general career exploratory program.

Other jurisdictions have also integrated vocational programs and courses within a broad technology education curriculum framework at the high school level, or have parallel programs of a work-base nature that enable students to either explore careers or gain specific occupational skills that will enable them to enter the job market upon completion of high school. Yet other examples are designed to link high school programs with continued technical preparation (rather than direct work preparation) at the post-secondary education level.

**Some Work Related Program Examples**

Various work related options can be found in schools across North America. Invariably, they are offered to students in the senior high school Grades of 10, 11 and 12, with a few such options available to slightly younger students under specific circumstances. Varied in nature, in terms of intended student outcomes and processes involved, each may appeal to specific groups of students. Availability though, varies widely by state and province and within specific school districts.

**Coop Education**

This is probably the most wide spread of all the examples. It was, according to Stern,\textsuperscript{14} offered in about half of all secondary schools in 1992 and is on the increase throughout North America with similar rates of participation in Canada. Examples can be found that are closely linked to many of the vocational education areas as well as to science
and technology. In some schools it has been traditionally offered as a ‘work experience’ program. It typically involves supervised work-placement with part-time work in conjunction with a school classroom component. Student and employer expectations are clearly laid out. Overall, coop education serves a broad range of students that, according to a recent national report, includes a disproportionate number of low achievers.2

Youth Apprenticeship
These programs are attractive to students who wish to specialise in a specific trade area while completing their high school education. They are a relatively new concept in North America with several program variations evident across the continent. Many are called youth apprenticeships, especially in the United States, however, other labels such as ‘Secondary School Workplace Apprenticeship Program’ and ‘Passport to Apprenticeship’ are used in Canada. All essentially provide a structured work experience route with integrated paid work and school-based learning; have formally registered agreements (indentured apprentice) with state or provincial authorities and an employer; and provide some recognised certification in a career or career field at the end of the process.

Tech-Prep
This is a relatively new program that combines secondary and post-secondary education into an articulated program leading to a two year associate degree or two year certificate in a specific career field. It is intended to provide technical preparation in at least one field of engineering technology, applied science, or a practical arts area; promote continued academic preparation; and lead to placement in employment.2 In secondary schools the occupational programs (practical arts) most likely to contain tech-prep are business & office and trade and industrial programs followed by agriculture, marketing, occupational home economics and health. Some form of school work links are considered an essential element of the program and the offering of tech-prep programs through technology education in the senior high school is a logical development for educators to pursue.15

School Based Enterprise
These are school based activities that produce goods or services for sale or use to people outside the school. Such programs are found in about one-quarter of secondary schools in the United States and involve such enterprises as restaurants, construction projects, child care centres, automotive repair, hair salons and retail stores. They are a viable option where there are too few available employers for other work-based programs.

Job Shadowing
This is one example of a type of program that enables students to explore business and industry options through observation at the work site. It does not provide hands-on experiences, but allows students, through structured activities, to observe and report about occupations as well as interact with workers. It is easily integrated into various high school course offerings.

Secondary Vocational Education
These programs are designed to provide specific job/employment skills using specialised facilities and instructors within the high school setting. Programs can span a range of vocational areas related, for example, to trade and business occupations. The general trend, especially in Canada, is for a reduction in specific vocational content and an increase in broader based technological competencies in readiness for more specialised preparation on the job in career specific post-secondary programs.

Issues and Considerations
While recognising the value of work-based programming for the forgotten half and the need for high school graduating students to have the skills and knowledge needed for the workplace as well for continuing their education, Frantz (1994) warns that programs such as youth apprenticeship could perpetuate the bifurcation of youth into two groups and could intensify the sorting and tracking process now practised in most schools (p.32).16
He does not offer any solutions to this dilemma, but it is a further reminder of the continuing low status afforded vocational programs compared to those of the academic streams in comprehensive high schools.

It is also important that students following vocationally related pathways graduate from high school. Within the context of North America, this achievement is crucial and expected of all students. Failure to achieve some kind of diploma or leaving certificate at the end of schooling automatically labels a student a ‘drop-out’ despite the fact that students can legally leave school at age 16 (usually at the end of Grade 10). The academic qualification is therefore a necessary part of alternative high school routes in order to avoid such labelling and adding to the traditional negative image of vocational routes in school.

Many educators are attempting to forge closer links between technology education and what have traditionally been known as the academic subject areas, particularly science, and move away from the industrial roots of the discipline. For this group, forging links and articulation with vocational and work-place programs within high school presents somewhat of a dilemma. They consider it inherently dangerous due to the traditionally negative image of such programs, especially vocational ones, and are wary of being ‘tainted’ by such links and association. On the other hand, many school administrators oppose such attitudes since work related pathways provide alternatives for students who are struggling with the traditional general academic routes to high school graduation. This, in turn however, tends to support the image of vocational alternatives as being a dumping ground for less able students. It is a critical issue that needs to be addressed in North America.

Rogers (1995) points out the diversity of technology education and its implementation, directions and goals across United States. He notes that several states have distinct program goals that link technology education and vocational programs, especially with regard to better (future) vocational choices, vocational education entry level skills, and transferable technical skills. However, he questions the current degree of articulation between technology education (especially at the junior high school level) and vocational education programs, and the need for some consensus and agreement on the scope of the technology education curriculum and the nature of the articulation with vocational programs, particularly as part of the tech-prep movement.

The question continues to be asked about how much vocational skill development should take place versus general education or ‘generic’ content/skills at the high school level? This is part of the usual concern about best use of school time and offering the most relevant curriculum experiences to students. At the very least, exploratory opportunities should be available in the development of generic work skills and attitudes. Beyond this, students need to be aware of the limitations and possibilities of their chosen pathways, especially of work-based options in specific career fields.

There is no doubt that work related approaches appeal to high school students, are a change from the normal school/classroom routines, and often connect to a preferred learning style. Certainly for many of the ‘forgotten half’ of youth, these are viable options. But few of these work-based vocational programs and options have undergone a thorough evaluation; and the overall lack of good empirical data to support the positive anecdotal evidence available suggests a need for evaluative action. A good solid data base of evidence supporting these programs would additionally help improve the somewhat negative public image of vocationally related options for high school students and promote them as viable pathways for many students to follow.

Another question that arises relates to the kind of teacher competencies and preparation required for the work-based or vocational options. Many technology education teachers have not worked in business or industry and in many jurisdictions would not therefore be eligible to teach in secondary school vocational programs. They would however be able to supervise, for example, coop or work shadow students, but even in this capacity, some appropriate industry work experience would be to their advantage.
Summary
The case for providing alternative, work or vocationally related pathways is strong given the transition problems facing youth as they exit the secondary school system. Programs and experiences that assist in eventual productive and satisfying employment are essential and a logical extension of technology education programs. The challenge to the educational system is to resolve the many issues which such pathways produce and create viably acceptable vocational options within a technology education context. A blending of the two in the latter years of schooling is not a panacea for the problems facing youth after school, but for a large proportion, the odds of an eventually successful transition to the work place can be increased in their favour through such efforts.
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